In digital photography, two or more objects of a scene cannot be focused at the same time. If we focus one object, we may lose information about other objects and vice versa. Multi-focus image fusion is a process of generating an all-in-focus image from several out-of-focus images. In this paper, we propose a new multi-focus image fusion method based on two-scale image decomposition and saliency detection using maximum symmetric surround. This method is very beneficial because the saliency map used in this method can highlight the saliency information present in the source images with well defined boundaries. A weight map construction method based on saliency information is developed in this paper. This weight map can identify the focus and defocus regions present in the image very well. So we implemented a new fusion algorithm based on weight map which integrate only focused region information into the fused image. Unlike multi-scale image fusion methods, in this method two-scale image decomposition is sufficient. So, it is computationally efficient. Proposed method is tested on several multi-focus image datasets and it is compared with traditional and recently proposed fusion methods using various fusion metrics. Results justify that our proposed method gives stable and promising performance when compared to that of the existing methods.
Introduction
Single image capture may not always convey complete information about the targeted scene. For better visual understanding of the scene two or more images have to be captured and all the useful information from these image captures should be combined into a single image. Image fusion [1] is the process of combining useful information from two or more images of the same scene into a single image. It has numerous applications in various fields such as digital photography [2] , navigation [3] , [4] , military [4] , [5] , concealed weapon detection [3] , [4] , remote sensing [6] and medical imaging [4] , [5] etc.
A generic classification [7] of image fusion is: single sensor image fusion (SSIF) and multi sensor image fusion (MSIF). In SSIF, single sensor is used to acquire multiple captures of the targeted scene whereas MSIF uses multiple sensors for the same purpose. These multiple images provide diverse information of the scene. It is very difficult to understand the scene from these multiple captures. So a single image should be generated out of these several images to provide more visual information than any one of the individual source images. Digital photography applications (Multi-focus fusion [8] and multi-exposure fusion [9] ) come under SSIF category whereas applications such as concealed weapon detection, navigation, medical imaging, military, remote sensing fall under MSIF class.
Single sensor is not able to focus more than one object present in the scene at the same time because of inherent system limitations. So, several images with different focuses have to be captured and an all-in-one focus image has to be generated from these multiple images by the fusion process. Similarly, over and under exposed images provide visually less information so a well-exposed image can be generated by the process of fusion.
In MSIF applications, source images are captured by using different modalities. For example in medical imaging, modalities like computer tomography (CT), Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are used to capture complementary information of the targeted scene of a human body. CT provides hard tissue information (bone structure) whereas MRI gives the soft tissue information. The useful information from these complementary images should be integrated into a single image for better diagnosis and treatment.
Fusion process can be done at three levels [1] namely pixel, feature and decision. At pixel level, fusion is performed on each source image pixel by pixel. At feature level, features are derived from each image and fusion is performed on those extracted features. Decision level is a high level fusion. At this level, local decision makers are derived from each feature of an image and fusion is executed on probabilistic decision information derived from local decision makers. Pixel level fusion process is simple and very effective compared to other levels of fusion schemes. In this paper we concentrate only on pixel level fusion scheme.
An ideal pixel level fusion scheme exhibits the following properties [1]:
1. Fusion scheme must transfer all of the useful information from source imagery to the fused image.
2. It should not contain information loss of source imagery.
3. It should not introduce extra information or artifacts into the fused image.
In this context, for the past few decades several image fusion schemes have been implemented.
Literature
Pixel level fusion schemes are broadly classified as spatial and transform domain schemes. This classification is based on the domain in which the fusion algorithm is processing the source images. Now we briefly present spatial domain fusion schemes [7] . Pixel-wise manipulations such as average, maximum and minimum methods are the easiest methods in this class but these methods may produce brightness or colour distortions in the fused image. Principal component analysis (PCA) based fusion method [10] is computationally efficient but this method may not assure desirable results for most of the image datasets. Intensity-hue-saturation [11] , brovey [12] , bilateral gradient sharpness criterion (BGS) [13] methods are some of the successful methods in this category. But each of these methods have their own limitations.
Next category of interest is transform domain based fusion methods [14] . Pyramid based methods are most successful methods around 1990. Gradient (Grad), Laplacian, Filter-substrate-decimate (FSD), contrast, morphological difference pyramids are successfully used for the purpose of fusion [14] . However, these methods may produce artifacts around boundaries in the fused image.
Later it has been observed that discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [10] gives desirable decompositions compared to pyramids for the fusion purpose. But DWT is a shift variant method which may cause artifacts in the fused image. To solve this problem shift invariant discrete wavelet transform (SIDWT) [15] is used for fusion. Fusion process can also be implemented using recent transforms like curvelet [6] , nonsubsampled contourlet [8] , discrete cosine harmonic wavelet (DCHWT) [16] , directional discrete cosine (DDCT) [17] transforms etc. All of the above mentioned fusion schemes come under a special category called as multiscale decomposition (MSD) based fusion methods [2] . In MSD methods, each source image is decomposed into base layer containing large scale variations and successive detail layers containing small scale variations. Either manipulated base or manipulated detail layers of source images are combined to get the fused image. Anisotropic diffusion [9] , [18] , cross bilateral filter [3] , weighted least square filter [19] , guided image filter [5] , multi-resolution singular value decomposition (MSVD) [20] , and higher order singular valued decomposition [21] , fusion methods are the latest methods in this class. Most of these multi-scale fusion methods require multiple image decompositions to get satisfactory fusion results. Hence they are computationally expensive.
To solve above mentioned problems we propose a new image fusion method based on two-scale image decomposition and saliency map detection using maximum symmetric surround. The advantages of the algorithm are as follows:
 Unlike most of the MSD fusion methods proposed method uses two-scale image decomposition.
For this purpose a simple average filter is employed. So it is computationally simple.
 In multi-focus images, focused region contains more salient information compared to defocused regions. So, saliency map should properly highlight the regions of interest from each source image. The saliency map used in this paper i.e, maximum symmetric surround saliency (MSSS) map can highlight the salient regions with well defined boundaries and few artifacts.
 A new weight map calculation based on saliency map is proposed. This weight map can highlight the complementary information from each source image.
The organization of the remaining paper is as follows: Section 3 reviews the saliency extraction algorithm. Section 4 explains the proposed methodology. Section 5 briefs various fusion metrics. Section 6 presents the experimental setup. Section 7 discusses the results. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Saliency map extraction
Saliency detection (SD) [22] is the process of detecting and highlighting visually significant regions which drag the human visual attention compared to other regions present in the image. SD is useful in many applications such as object segmentation, object reorganization and adaptive compression. However, in this paper we used SD for fusion purpose. A good SD method exhibits the properties mentioned below.
 It should highlight largest salient regions than smallest regions.
 It should uniformly highlight salient regions.  Boundaries need to be well defined.
 It should ignore texture or noise artifacts. In this view, so far many SD methods have been proposed. SD algorithms [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] produce low resolution saliency maps. Some SD algorithms [24, 25, 27 ] generate ill-defined object boundaries. The saliency maps of these methods are not useful to generate weight maps for the purpose of fusion because of these limitations. Achanta et. al [28] proposed a frequency tuned SD method which overcome the limitations of these existing saliency methods. This SD method is able to generate uniformly highlighted full resolution saliency maps with well-defined boundaries. However this method fails, if image consists of complex background or large salient regions. To solve above mentioned problems Achanta et al. proposed another SD algorithm called maximum symmetric surround SD method [22] which can highlight the salient object along with well-defined boundaries.
We prefer MSSS algorithm for fusion compared to other SD methods because
1) It gives saliency maps with full resolution and well defined boundaries.
2) Salient regions are calculated based on symmetric surrounds. Hence it can effectively highlight the salient regions in images with complex background. In multi-focus images, focused regions provide more visual information than defocused regions because focused regions are more salient than defocused regions. So, these salient regions (visually significant regions) should be identified from the source images using SD algorithms. From the above discussion, we preferred SD using MSSS [22] for multi-focus image fusion. The theory behind this SD algorithm is as follows:
At first, Achanta et al. proposed a frequency-tuned saliency detection algorithm [28] to utilize almost all low frequency content and most of the high frequency content to obtain perceptually good saliency maps with full resolution. This Saliency map is obtained by taking the Euclidean distance between the average of an image I  and each pixel of the Gaussian blurred version
where
But this method fails when source image contains complex background. It highlights the background along with the salient object because this method treats entire image as the common surround for all pixels in the image. This is not desirable because to detect a pixel at the center of the salient object it should contain small lower cut-off frequency or it should contain high lower cut-off frequency to detect a pixel near boundary. So as we approach image boundaries we should use local surround regions instead of common surround regions to detect a pixel. This can be done by defining surround symmetry around the center pixel of its own sub image near the boundary. This process can increase the lower cut-off frequency. MSSS saliency map detection [22] of an image I of width w and height h, from eq(1) is defined as: 
where,
v represent off-sets and A indicates the area and is computed as:
The sub images obtained using eq(3) and eq(4) are the maximum symmetric surround regions for a given central pixel. In multi-focus images, focused regions provide visually more information than defocused regions. In other way, focused regions are more salient than defocused regions. So we need to detect salient regions from these out-of-focus images using SD algorithms. We observe that the MSSS saliency detection algorithm is able to extract salient regions of the multi-focus images. The multi-focus datasets used for simulations are shown in Fig. 1 and their corresponding saliency maps are displayed in Fig. 2 . The process of saliency extraction using MSSS algorithm is denoted as:
where I is the input image and S is the output saliency map. 
Proposed method
The key idea of the proposed method is illustrated in the block diagram (Fig. 3) . It is summarized in the following steps:
A. Decompose source images into base and detail layers using an average filter. B. Calculate saliency maps of each source image using MSSS detection algorithm. C. Compute weight maps from extracted saliency map of each source image. D. Scale detail layers with these weight maps and combine all the scaled detail layers to obtain final detail layer. E. Compute final base layer by taking the average of all the base layers. F. Take linear combination of final base and detail layer to get the fused image. This algorithm is explained in-detail in sub-sequent sub sections.
A. Two-scale image decomposition
Let us consider co-registered source images   
here n D is the detail layer.
B. Saliency detection algorithm
Saliency information from out-of-focus images is extracted using MSSS detection algorithm [22] . This algorithm is reviewed in section 3. The process of saliency extraction from source images n I is represented as:
where, n S is the saliency map of th n source image.
C. Weight map calculation
In digital photography, each multi-focus image provides information about a particular focused region. We need to integrate all the focused regions into a single fused image. This can be done by properly choosing weight map of each source image. These weight maps should highlight the focused and defocused regions of the source images. Fig.4 shows the weight maps of various image datasets flower, leopard, bottle and parachute. These weight maps represent the complementary information i.e, focused and defocused regions. For example, as shown in Fig.4 weigh maps of focused and defocused regions are highlighted in red and green rectangles respectively represent the complementary information. These weight maps are calculated by normalizing the saliency maps as follows:
D. Detail layers fusion
Here, detail layers are scaled with help of weight maps n w calculated from MSSS detection algorithm and these scaled detail layers are combined to get the final detail layer D as shown below:
E. Base layer fusion
Final base layer is generated by taking the average of base layers as: .
F B D 
(12)
Performance evaluation metrics
An image fusion algorithm can be evaluated from the visual quality and by using a set of fusion metrics. We consider traditional image fusion metrics such as average pixel intensity (API) [29] , Mutual information (MI) [30] , entropy (H) [31] , fusion symmetry (FS) [1] and normalized correlation (NC) [29] . Their mathematical expressions are given below.
Let us consider a fused image
F m n of size pq  .
A. Average pixel intensity (API):
It measures the contrast of an image [29] . 
B. Mutual information (MI):
It measures the overall informationtransferred from source images to the fused image [30] and it is given by: 
C. Entropy (H):
Information quality index, entropy [31] is given by   
D. Fusion symmetry (FS):
It indicates the symmetric nature of the fused image with respect to the source images [1] and it is computed as:
If both the sources images are equally symmetrical to the fused image then the value of FS is closer to 2 then the quality of the fused image will be good.
E. Normalized correlation ( NC ):
It indicates the amount by which the resultant image is relevant to the given input images [29] and is measured as With these fusion metrics in hand, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. For better quality of the fused image all these fusion metrics have to be high.
Experimental setup
In this section, we discuss about the image database, various image fusion algorithms used for comparison and the analysis of free parameter (average filter window size w ) for optimal performance of the proposed method.
A. Image database
Experiments are carried on various multi-focus image datasets however due to space constraint results are presented for 4 image datasets namely flower, leopard, bottle and parachute. These datasets are displayed in Fig. 1 for reference. These datasets are available at http://home.ustc.edu.cn/~liuyu1/.
B. Methods for comparison
Proposed method is compared with spatial domain fusion algorithms such as PCA [10] , BGS [13] and transform domain fusion algorithms like Grad [14] , FSD [14] , SIDWT [14] , DCHWT [16] , DDCT [17] and MSVD [20] . Default settings are adopted for all of these methods.
C. Free parameter analysis
The proposed method uses average filter to extract base and detail layer information from source images. Size of the average filter affects the performance of the proposed algorithm. So we have to tune the size of the average filter for the best performance. Fusion metrics API, MI, H, FS, NC are plotted in Fig. 5 by averaging over 4 multi-focus datasets. It can be observed that w=5 is the best choice.
Results and analysis
In this section a comparative analysis of the proposed method with different image fusion methods is done in terms of visual quality (qualitative analysis) and fusion metrics (quantitative analysis). (2) 1.8981 (7) 1.8995 (6) 1.9569 (4) 1.9481 (5) 1.7860 (9) 1.8762 (8) 1.9618 (3)
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0.9885 (5) 0.9900 (4) 0.9835 (7) 0.9917 (1) A. Qualitative analysis (Fig. 6(o) ) is completely blurred. Switch portions of PCA (Fig. 6(j) ), MSVD ( Fig. 6(m) ), SIDWT ( Fig. 6(n) ) and DDCT Fig. 6(q) ) are partially blurred. Zoomed switch regions of Grad (Fig. 6(k) ), FSD ( Fig. 6(l) ) are looking good. However, they are not providing enough details of the switch region. DCHWT switch region (Fig. 6(p) ) is also looking better. But, this method introduces extra information (artifacts) into the switch region. Edges of the zoomed portion are distorted. It can be observed from the switch region (Fig. 6(r) ) that the proposed method is able to integrate more focused regions with few artifacts compared to the state-of-the-art fusion methods.
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) are foreground and background focused images of the leopard dataset respectively. Foreground focused image conveys the focused regions such as legs, claw of the leopard and a portion of the tree. Background focused image conveys the information of head, body regions of the leopard and the background. To know the entire information in the scene, all the focused regions have to be combined in the fused image. Figs. 7(a)-(i) give the visual display of various methods with the claw of the leopard highlighted in red rectangle. BGS fused image (for example claw region) (Fig. 7(c) ) is visually distorted. Grad, FSD fused image results (Figs. 7(b) and 7(f)) are not satisfactory. Here DDCT fused image (Fig. 7(h) ) is good. As shown in Figs. 7(a), 7(d), 7(e) and 7(g), PCA, MSVD, SIDWT and DCHWT fused images are partially blurred. As shown in Fig. 7 (i) our proposed method is able to generate visually a good focused image for this dataset as well.
Foreground and background focused images of the bottle dataset are displayed in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). Foreground focused image displays the focused bottle region and text on it. Background focused image displays the small bottle and a wheel. MFF can combine this diverse information into a single image. Fused images of various MFF methods with some regions of interest are highlighted with red rectangles in Figs. 8 (a)-(i) . Foreground region of BGS fused image (Fig. 8 (c) ) is well focused. But, it fails to incorporate well focused background content. For example, small bottle and wheel regions are completely distorted. MSVD fused image (Fig. 8(d) ) is visually not good. SIDWT (Fig. 8(e) ) introduces artifacts into the fused image. As shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(f), Grad and FSD fused images are looking good but quality of these Fig. 8(i) the proposed method integrates bottle in foreground and small bottle, wheel in the background into the fused image with more visual clarity compared to that of the existing methods (Figs. 8(a)-(h) ). Left and right focused images of a parachute dataset are illustrated in Figs. 1(g) and 1(h) respectively. Left focused image pay attention to a big parachute on the left hand side. Right focused image shows the remaining parachutes on the right hand side of the image. Fused images of various methods are displayed in Fig. 9 and some regions such as a portion of big parachute, text on another two small parachutes and a part in the right bottom are highlighted in red rectangles in all of these fused images for better analysis. BGS fused image (Fig. 9(c) ) contains only right side focused regions. It failed to integrate left side focused big parachute into the fused image. Grad and FSD fused images (Figs. 9(b) and 9(f)) contain both left and right focused regions. But they are not able to give sufficient information. As shown in Figs. 9(a), 9(d-e), 9(g-h) ), fused images of PCA, MSVD, SIDWT, DCHWT and DDCT are looking good. However, as displayed in Fig. 9(i) proposed fused image gives more focused regions. For example, as shown in red rectangles on the right hand side of the image, text on the parachutes and right bottom regions are more visible and clear than remaining fused images.
B. Quantitative analysis
Fused image cannot be judged exclusively by seeing the fused image.So far we have discussed qualitative analysis. Now we will discuss the quantitative analysis of different fusion methods.
Comparison of fusion metrics API, MI, H, FS and NC for different methods along with the proposed method is presented in Tables. [1] [2] [3] [4] . Average values of API, MI, H, FS and NC over 4 image datasets are presented in Table. 5. Fusion metrics with highest value are highlighted in bold letters.
A single image fusion algorithm may not always give better performance in all fusion metrics for all the image datasets. An algorithm which gives better performance for one dataset may not give the same performance for another dataset. Some fusion algorithms may give better results for few fusion metrics alone. In other fusion metrics these methods may fail. So, fusion algorithm should be assessed by taking the performance of all the fusion metrics into the consideration.
It can be noted that in Tables. 1-4 , no individual fusion algorithm is giving better performance in all fusion metrics for all image datasets. In addition, we can observe that no individual fusion algorithm has given the best fusion metric value for all the datasets. Performance (fusion metric values) of a fusion algorithm is changing from one dataset to other. So it is difficult to judge from the individual dataset evaluation.
We are considering two types of evaluation techniques for better assessment. 1) Ranking. 2) Average metric values.
Ranking:
We have ranked each fusion algorithm based on its performance. Fusion algorithms with highest fusion metric value is given rank 1. There are total nine fusion algorithms including the proposed method. So, nine ranks are given as shown in Tables. 1-4. It is easy to observe that the rank of our algorithm is good and stable with not much fluctuation, unlike other algorithms.
Average metric values:
Motivated by the analysis in recent papers [5] , [32] , [33] we have also considered the average value of the fusion metrics (calculated over 4 image datasets) in Table. 5. It obvious from this table, that our algorithm is giving superior performance in all fusion metrics compared to that of state-of-the-art fusion methods.
From these two criteria we can justify that our algorithm is promising and reliable independent of the choice of metric, dataset.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new multi-focus image fusion method based on two-scale image decomposition and visual saliency detection is proposed.
 Unlike most of the MSD fusion techniques, proposed method uses two-scale image decomposition to extract base and detail layers. So, it is computationally simple.  A feature extraction process using MSSS Saliency detection is explored for multi-focus images.
This SD method is able to detect the visually significant information of source images.  A new weight map construction process based on visual saliency is proposed. The weight maps of source images are able to identify focus and defocus regions of the source images very well.  Proposed method is compared both qualitatively and quantitatively with different fusion methods.
Results justify that our method is giving superior performance than the existing methods.
